1999 ford ranger auto locking hubs

My 4 wheel drive isnt working but my transfer case is. I hear a clicking noise when I put it into
4wheel high but front tires dont spin then I put it in 4wheel low and the gears change but still no
front tires. Is this my auto hubs? If so can I change so manul hubs and how much will that cost?
Do you. Check to see if your front drive shaft is turning. Let me know what you find. Was this
answer. I am having the same problem and my axle shafts are turning but the hubs are not
engaging. So you have a source for locking hubs for this vehicle? Automatic or manual locking
hubs? Year, manufacture, model of vehicle engine size? You want to swtich from auto hubs to
manual? If thats the case you shoudl be able to pick up a conversion kit to stick in its place. Not
too hard to do. Would you like a diagram of manual or auto hubs? I have the same problem,
except my drive shaft does not turn. What might the problem be in that case? Manual or auto
hubs? Does the 4x4 indicator light up? Auto Hubs, and Yes, the indicator lights up and stays lit.
May be an issue with the actuator then. Please login or register to post a reply. They Have
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automatic hubs, there is no need to stop or get out of the vehicle to lock them in. The
spring-loaded hub automatically engages on the fly when the transfer case is shifted from 2WD
into 4WD. The application of torque to the axle causes the splined collar inside the hub to slide
on to the axles splined stub shaft and lock. The automatic hubs used on the Rangers have
caused many Ranger owners a lot of trouble. They will click and grind and make ratcheting
noises instead of engaging. Before deciding that the hubs are bad, you should take them off
and inspect them. If there is excess grease in the hub body, the cams cannot engage
completely. Some people feel they need to pack the hub with grease. This can actually cause
them to not operate properly. Take a can of brake cleaner and clean all the grease off the
spindle and axle sub shaft splines. Fill the hubs with brake cleaner a couple times, working the
spring mechanism up and down, and empty it. Try to get all the grease out. Letting hot ATF
transmission fluid fluid set in them for a half hour and then dumping it out will also help. Just
lubricate them with a little automatic transmission fluid ATF. If your automatic hubs are shot
and you want a reliable hub off-road, you should perform a manual hub swap. For more
information, click HERE. We also have an article HERE. Your locking hubs on your Ranger have
a flange base that slides over the wheel studs. The tire then goes on over the locking hub. On
the inside of the hub is a spring and splined collar. When you turn the knob on the hub to lock
them in, you force the splined collar to slide down over the splines on the axles stub shaft. This
engages the wheel and locks it to the axle shaft. If the splined collar does not engage the
splines on the output shaft, the wheel will not be locked in. If you wish to disassemble these, all
you need is a flat blade and Phillips screwdriver and some shop or paper towels. Take the snap
ring out of the inside, and it all more or less slides apart. We constantly see people complaining

about these hubs not working. Most likely your problem is in the vacuum lines. On this truck the
disconnect is the transfercase. The difference here is that for these 2 years for used what was
called a Pulse Vacuum Hub, basically a vacuum operated locking hub. What you will need is the
bearing assembly from a PVH year truck new or scrap yard , the CV shafts from said year truck,
hubs AVM , and if you go the new route on the bearings you will have to source a snap ring that
hold the cv axle into the hub from Ford. Clean the parts off thoroughly. Then do a visual
inspection for cracks, chips, bends, stripped threads and the such. The weakest link in the
automatic hub is the plastic cam. Check the teeth for breaking, shaving, rounded edges, grease,
etc See Illustration Inspect the splines for wear and the spacers plastic and metal See
Illustration If you encounter a loud clicking or grinding when you are attempting engagement,
then it could be either the plastic cam Illustration covered with grease, or the hub body itself is
shot Illustration Now when engaged, the hub receives pressure towards the cap and it locks the
hub up. At this point, try to turn the hub while still squeezing it still See Illustration If you have
anything, Contact us. More Articles:. Tired of your Pulse Vacuum Hubs not working? The AVM
Ford Ranger Locking Hubs are constructed of Military spec hardened nylon center dial that will
not damage other parts in unlikely event of a failure. AVM is the actual Brazilian company that
manufactures the manual locking hubs for Superwinch, therefore you can rest assured that you
will get the top quality products. Recognized unanimously as The Tough Hub by many thousand
satisfied Ranger owners worldwide. More miles from your Ford Rangers front tiresâ€¦ since the
manual locking hubs rotate freely. Also allows you to steer more freely in turns More
comfortable rideâ€¦ steering is lighter, and there is less tendency to shimmy; drivetrain noise
and vibration is also reduced Better 4WDâ€¦ performance when the manual hubs are locked.
Works in reverse and compression braking. Rugged Ridge acquired the exclusive rights to this
hub and is the only supplier to the aftermarket industry. Installation â€” From 4x4RangerGuy.
Wish you could swap on a set of manual locking hubs? Read on for information regarding this
swap. This guide is based upon my experience with my truck. You should be looking at the
original vacuum hubs. I recommend constantly pulling on the hublock as you pry up on the
retaining tabs using the flat head screwdrivers working in a circle until the tabs release the
hublock. If this is the case, you will need to be prepared for a different and frustrating repair.
You will need to forcibly remove the hublock and possibly break and plastic housing, leaving
the inner guts inside the wheel bearing hub assembly. If this happens, you will need a new
wheel bearing assembly, along with a new snap ring and a knuckle seal. All are available
through Ford. Then, preferably with air tools, chisel out the hublock internals from the wheel
bearing assembly. Replace the wheel bearing assembly, knuckle seal, and snap ring as outlined
in other guides in the Tech Library of TRS. Continue to Step 3. Make sure to get out all major
dirt and grime to ensure a cleaner reassembly. Remember, cleanliness is key with this 4WD
system. Check to make sure the locking mechanism functions properly. I lightly covered the
hub internals with Motor Oil to prevent corrosion and ensure proper hub to axle engagement. If
the hublock does not slide onto the wheel bearing assembly, turn the axleshaft by hand until
you feel the splines line up and the hublock will slide into place. Make sure the hublock is fully
seated and the retaining tabs are secured in place. Repeat steps for the other side. Leave off the
center caps as they will cover the hubs preventing access to the locking mechanism. To test
their function, grab a buddy. Lock in the AVM hubs on both sides. Start the vehicle and engage
4Hi at the transfer case. The axleshafts should be turning with the wheels. Unlock the AVM
hubs. Put the truck in reverse to ensure disengagement, and then slowly creep forward. The
front axleshafts should not be turning with the wheels. AVM developed a Manual Locking Hub
that allowed for positive engagement, of the 4 wheel drive system, eliminating the use of the
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